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People often monitor progress toward a goal by judging whether their actions are consistent with the active goal. However, goal-

consistency judgments may create the illusion of goal progress. Specifically, goal-consistency judgments lead to overestimating the

progress granted by an action that provides a marginal contribution toward achieving a goal.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Goals play a central role in driving consumers’ mental pro-

cesses and ultimate behaviors. Whether consciously held (Bagozzi 
& Dholakia, 1999; Locke & Latham, 1990), or activated outside of 
awareness (Bargh & Chartrand, 1999; Chartrand & Bargh, 1996) 
goals act as motivational drives (Gollwitzer, 1999) prompting people 
to engage in actions functional to achieving the desired end-state. 

An important aspect of achieving a goal involves monitoring 
progress toward the desired end-state. Monitoring goal-progress 
plays a fundamental role in regulating consumer behavior by inform-
ing individuals about the contribution of each action to reaching 
the desired end-state.

In line with this idea, monitoring goal-progress has been con-
ceptualized as a process involving comparing a behavioral outcome 
with a relevant standard of reference (Carver & Scheier, 1998). 
For example, one can adopt either the initial or the final state as 
the standard of reference and monitor goal-progress by consider-
ing either what has been achieved so far, or what still needs to be 
achieved (Koo & Fishbach, 2008). Consequently, perceived goal 
progress is typically measured by asking participants to indicate 
on a Likert scale the extent to which a particular decision contrib-
utes to advancing toward an active goal (Fishbch & Dhar, 2005; 
Louro, Pieters, & Zeelenberg, 2007). We refer to such judgments 
as degree-of-progress evaluations.

Building on previous research we propose that often people 
evaluate progress toward a goal by judging whether their actions 
are consistent with the active goal (i.e., “Will this help me reach 
my goal?”). For example, a person who is trying to save money 
could evaluate progress toward the goal by judging whether dining 
at home rather than at a restaurant is consistent with the goal to 
save money, without accurately considering how much money he 
is actually saving. We refer to such judgments as goal-consistency 
judgments.

Goal-consistency judgments are frequently triggered both by 
external and internal constraints. Often, the choice task induces 
people to categorize actions as consistent or inconsistent with an 
active goal. For instance, people are often bounded to choose the best 
option among the available ones. Moreover, due to limited mental 
resources, people often tend to simplify judgments by employing 
mental shortcuts, simplifying rules and heuristics (Tversky & 
Kahneman, 1974). Previous research has argued that one simplifying 
approach to judgment involves categorical or qualitative thinking 
(Rozin, Ashmore, & Markwith, 1996). Thus, people engage in 
categorization to easily make sense of the complexity of the world 
(Allport, 1954; Fiske & Taylor, 1991).

Does engaging in goal-consistency judgments influences 
degree-of-progress evaluations? In this research, we argue that 
consumers focused on goal-consistency are likely to overestimate 
the degree-of-progress granted by an action that provides a mar-
ginal contribution toward reaching a desired end-state. We test the 
proposition that goal-consistency judgments influence goal-progress 
evaluations in a series of four experiments.

In Experiment 1 we show that goal-consistency judgments 
lead to overestimating goal-progress. We test this basic proposition 
across three domains, representing three different goals: saving 
money, controlling calorie intake and caring for the environment. 
We find that respondents making goal-consistency judgments 

overestimated goal-progress compared to respondents not focusing 
on goal-consistency. This effect was directionally consistent across 
all three domains.

In Experiment 2 we provide further evidence for the phenom-
enon and show that the goal progress overestimation is not a function 
of progress valence. In particular, we show that goal-consistency 
judgments lead to overestimating the movement toward a goal pro-
duced by a goal-consistent action, as well as the movement away 
from a goal produced by a goal-inconsistent action.

In Experiment 3 we identify boundary conditions and show 
that the influence of goal-consistency judgments on goal-progress 
evaluations is a function of the magnitude of actual progress. In 
particular, goal-consistency judgments lead to overestimating goal-
progress only when the actual progress is marginal, but not when 
the actual progress is large.

Finally, in Experiment 4 we show that goal-consistency evalua-
tions can be spontaneously triggered by the choice task. In particular 
we show that a series of goal-consistent choices is perceived to yield 
more progress than a single choice producing the same final result.

Overall, the four experiments reported in this research offer 
converging evidence for the proposition that goal-consistency judg-
ments bias goal-progress evaluations. In particular, we show that 
consumers focused on goal-consistency are likely to overestimate 
the degree-of-progress granted by an action that provides a marginal 
contribution toward reaching a desired end-state. Our results point to 
the importance of investigating how different strategies consumers 
use to monitor progress toward a goal might create the illusion of 
goal-progress and eventually backfire.
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